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how to bring opposing parties to the
table and build peace that lasts.

Saving Our Schools
The same refrain echoes through countless media reports on public education
- the system is broken, and kids aren't
learning. The truth is char the system
works well for some, not so good for
others. USO experts suggest some ways
to end the disparity.
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George Clarke '77 is a praiseworthy
prosector. Also: awards for outstanding
alumni; a major change for the Career
Achievement Awards.
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Anthropology Professor Jerome Hall
explores the deep. Also: faculty make
beautiful music; USO has lots of new
profs; second thoughts on deviance;
taking candy away from kids.
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Under extreme pressure, Kevin Schultz '94
is one cool customer ... Josie (Gable)
Rodriguez '87 discovered that arr completed her life, and is leading others to
the same conclusion.

In Their Own Words
Angela Minhru-Nguyen '02 reveals how
a chance disagreement led her to a career
in psychology.

Calendar

Torero Jason Blair completes his basketball mission. Also: new fashions for fans;
WCC Tournament returns; posrseason
reports on football and soccer.
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Students demonstrated at an anti-hate crimes rally on
campus, while campus leaders Linh Quach and Stephanie
Rah Ifs ( center photo, left to right) chaired a panel discussion on civic engagement.

Activist Students
Stir Up Civic
Awareness

by Cecilia Chan

S

enior Genoveva Aguilar stood for a half
hour under a hot sun, waving a sign
that read ¼ Basta con el Odio - No
More Hate. Her clutched fist pounded the
air as she shouted the words for emphasis:
"No more hate, no more hate ... "
Whether stirr ing up student awareness at
a campus hate crimes rally or empoweri ng
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low-income San Diego residents to fight for
housing, Aguilar, who double majors in sociology and Spanish and minors in ethnic
studies, is hands-on when it comes to civic
engagement.
"Knowledge and skills don't always come
from books," says the 23-year-old Aguilar,
who tutors at Juveni le Hall and last year

helped form a volunteer organization to
assist residents in San Diego's Sherman
Heights who are being displaced by downtown revitalization. "Getting involved provides you with a different world books don't
provide. It makes you more conscious of
things chat are going on, not just on campus
but worldwide."
Aguilar pushes the housing advocacy
group, Developing Unity through Residents
Organizing, to dispel stereotypes and educate
college students on the real problems and
issues of low-income families. In November,
she was among five college students nationwide recognized for outstanding commitment
to community service by Campus Compact,
a coalition of college and university presidents that promotes civic participation.
The quintet was honored at Rhode Island's
Brown University, home of the group, with
the annual Howard R. Swearer Student
Humanitarian Award, named after one of
the three university presidents who founded
the organization.
Back at Alcala Park, ocher like-minded
students are gearing up to promote Campus
Compacc's "Raise Your Voice" campaign, a
two-year natio nal push to get college students
involved in public life as a fundamental part
of their ed ucation.
''As citizens, students should be committed to helping their neighbors and their
communities," says junior Linh Quach, 20,
USO representative to the national campaign. "When I witness social injustice, it's
a call for me to want to correct it. "
Quach and others are planning a National
Civic Engagement Week for February, with
events including a community engagement

During their stay in Harmon Hall,
School of Education administrators
were on a first-name basis with
facilities staffers, who mended the
aging building on a daily basis.

fair and a visit and lecture by activist and
author Angela Davis.
"USD students are pretty engaged already,"
says Elaine Elliott, director of US D's Office
for Community Service-Learning, which
coordinates student volunteerism. "But even
if you are engaged, you may not have the
skills and knowledge to accomplish things.
Everyone can learn to be more effective. "
Another component of the USD civic
engagement effort, dubbed Voices in Public
Policy, started last fall with election education and a voter registration drive. In March,
when most students head for sunny spring
break locales, a group of students will travel
to Sacramento, Calif, co learn about legislative advocacy.

Aguilar pushes the housing
advocacy group, Developing Unity
through Residents Organizing, to
dispel stereotypes and educate college
students on the real problems and
issues of low-income families.
"Our democracy is set up in such a way
that it's people who make changes, " says
Stephanie Rahlfs, 25, a third-year law student who heads the Voices in Public Policy
campaign. "It's everyday, average people who
decide to get involved and make changes.
An important part of our campaign is to get
students involved at a young age so there's a
lifelong commitment to civic involvement."
Rahlfs is backed up by freshman Shannon
Brewer, who spearheaded marketing for the
voter education effort and partners with students from around the country in a national
anti-tobacco campaign. At I 8, Brewer is a
veteran lobbyist and organizer, and living
proof co her peers chat young people can
make a difference in the public policy arena.
"Young people need co gee involved," says
Brewer, who recently went to San Francisco
and spoke at the 2002 National Conference
on Tobacco or Health, a gathering of tobacco
control advocates. "The future is ours. "

A Humble (and
Haunted?) House
Never grand or stately, often coo small, and always seemingly unable ro outgrow its bare-bones beginnings, the
building last known as Harmon Hall is gone.
Without the glory of an implosion or the drama of a good old-fashioned wrecking ball,
Harmon Hall was razed in November by bulldozers chat, like vultures, clawed, picked and
scavenged until, after 10 days, even the rubble was gone.
This fall, the chree-scory, 28,000-square-fooc Degheri Alumni Center will rise in its place.
Although Harmon Hall in its lacer years served in the often thankless role of campus
waystation - a temporary home co fledgling programs awaiting accommodations - it faithfully housed chose who needed shelter, and the edifice often was visitors' first glimpse of campus.
Built in 1961 with a meager $125 ,000, the two-scary building, known then as the House
of the Verona Fathers, housed seminary students of Verona, Italy's Sons of the Sacred Heart.
It offered only the necessities - a chapel, kitchen, dining hall and dormitory where lengths
of fabric too simple co call drapes separated the beds.
With the exception of Christmas, when their elaborate outdoor Nativity scenes attracted
busloads of tourists, the seminarians cook philosophy and theology classes, kept to themselves
and were barely missed when they left in 1970 and turned the building over to the Diocese of
San Diego.
For a while, the building was used as che diocese's Apostolic Center. In 1977, the diocese
relinquished the building to USD, and the School of Business Administration gutted it, built
offices, classrooms, labs and lounges, and dubbed it Olin Hall.
But the business school took its belongings - and the Olin Hall name - to the west end
of Marian Way when its larger digs opened in 1984. Once again, without even a name, the
building stood vacant and lonely.
By the early 1990s, remodeled, re-dedicated and renamed Harmon Hall, the building
opened its doors to the School of Education . In its mid-30s, however, the building began to
show its age. Odd smells emanated from beneath the creaky floorboards. Holes in the carpet
grabbed at high-heeled administrators, determined to trip them up. Electricity flickered and
pipes leaked, forcing faculty to protect their paperwork with plastic covers.
School of Education staffers relocated to the Alcala West office complex in 2000. They
were replaced by Institute for Peace and Justice personnel, who barely stayed long enough for
a cup of coffee before moving into their new building.
The Campus Diversity team, with only two administrators and a work-study student, was
the lase to reside in Harmon Hall.
Bue in a final twist, the last denizens say they may not have been alone. Administrator Julie
Tahapary chinks the building was haunted. She refused to go upstairs at night, and more than
once called public safety officers to escort her out when she worked past dark.
"I worked hard at not being afraid, because I knew there would be lots of times when I was
alone," Tahapary recalls. "I always kept my door closed at night, but there were times I got scared."
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Fine Arts Goes to Pieces
They've divided, now they're ready
to conquer.
The universiry's fine am departmem split imo seve ral pans lasr fal l,
a move that professo rs say will supply much-needed artistic elbow
room and impel each area to greater
creative heigh rs.
Sculptor and public art impresario Professo r David B. Smith now
heads a sta nd-alone art departmem,
while Professo r Chris Adler, a mu lti-

face ted musician and recording
artist, chairs rhe music progra m.
In addirion, a new undergraduate
minor in theater joined the master's
program in dramatic arcs as part of
rhe English departmem - a move
rhar enables students to explore
dramati c lirerarure as part of their
training.
"The studems in these areas have
different needs," Smith says." Breaking things up rhis way allows us to
offer more Aexibiliry in terms of
schedules, and to spend more rime,
energy and reso urces on our students."
The theater minor is amicipared
to grow imo a major within a year.
When science fac ul ry leave Cam ino
Hall for rhe new Donald P. Shiley
Cemer for Science and Technology
rhis fall , additional space will open
up for rhe expanded theater program
and orher fine arcs deparrmems.
The new breathing room wi ll be
a big relief for music students who
now practice in cubicl es the size of
telephone booths, and rhearer aspirams who srow cos tumes in rhe
orchestra pit of Shiley Theatre where rhe stage currently serves as
classroom, rehea rsal space and performance ven ue.
To move the programs along, rhe
6
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Patrons of USO Fine Ans has raised
$30,000 - and members hope to
raise $270,000 more - for renovations, equipmem, scholarships and
workshops. The group's effom
include a sear-back campaign , in
which donors' names are etched into
plaques on Shiley Thearre's seats.
For informa tion on joining
Patrons of USO Fine Arts, or rhe
fund-rai sing ca mpaigns fo r fin e arcs,
call (6 19) 260-4600, exr. 2641.

The Laureates
Are Coming
Know how long ir takes to co um
to three billion? Neither do we,
bur Leroy Edward Hood nor only
co unted rhar high, he created a way
to sequemia11y map the human
genome - the 3 billion pairs of
DNA often referred to as rhe generic
blueprint fo r human beings.
And he did ir in way less rime than
the I 00 years sciemisrs originally
predicted the process would rake.
Hood is one of three wo rldrenowned arts and science pioneers
who will convene on campus for the
second ann ual Kyoto Laureates
Symposium, March 5-7 ar rhe Joan
B. Kroc Institute fo r Peace and
Justice. T he symposi um brings
together recipiems of the Kyoro
Prizes, awarded annually by the
lnamo ri Foundation of Kyoto,
Japan, for lifetime achievemenr in
the fields of arcs and philosophy,
advanced technology and basic sciences. The prizes are considered
among the wo rld 's leading honors
for lifetime achievemenr.
An An1erican biologist and president of the Insti tute for Systems
Biology, Hood provided crucial
assistance to the Human Genome
Project when he invented an automatic sequencer to rag DNA molecules. His work conrribured to a
first draft of rhe human genome
sequence, wh ich, upon completion,
will revolutionize the diagnosis,
treatment and prevention of thousands of human diseases and disorders.
Hood, the advanced rechnology
honoree, will be joined at the symposium by bas ic sciences recipient
Mikhael Leo nidovi ch Gro mov, a

Left to right: Leroy Edward Hood,
Mikhael Leonidovich Gromov

French mathematician who introduced a metri c structure that significan tly advanced the study of geometry, and arts and philosophy laureate
Tadao Ando, a self-taught Japanese
architect whose designs forged new
visions of harmony wid1 nature.
The trio will present and discuss
rhe implications of their work in
public forum s. For in formation
and an eve nts schedule, log on to
www.sandiego.ed u/kyorosymposium.

Hayes Addresses
International Educators
They wa nted a piece of her mind.
So USO President Alice Hayes traveled to Vatican Ciry in Decem ber,
speaking to 350 educators and theologia ns about rhe chal lenges globalization poses to society, ed ucational
systems and the Catholi c church.
Hayes made the journey to talk

with representatives from five continents at a joim session of the
Congregation for Catholic
Education and the International
Federation of Catholic Universities.
She told rhe gathering that
Catholic universities have a responsibiliry not just to prepare studems
for the workplace, but also to feed
their imellectual, spiritual and moral
development. These goals can be
attained, she said, by nu rturing a
sense of stewardship of rhe earth,
provid ing access to learning through
techno logy, encouraging respect and
appreciation for all culrnres and collaborating internatio nally to enhance
teaching, research and se rvice.
"I believe I was invited because
USO has a number of excellent
imernati onal programs, particularly
rhe Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace
and justice," Hayes said before leaving for Rome. "I hope the conference attendees wi ll speak out against
turning Catholic higher education
into an eco nomic commodiry, and
will support rl1e imellecru al and
sp iritual val ues of our uni ve rsities."

Founders Chapel
Year the first Mass was
offered in the chapel
College for Women students enrolled when the
chapel opened
Weddings in 2002
Months in advance weddings must be booked

8 Pieces in which the handcarved altar backdrop was
shipped from Mexico

68

Choir stall seats

14 Stained-glass nave
windows

4 Relics of Saint Didicus,
also known as San Diego
de Alcala
Number of Masses said
each year

Linda Vista homeowner Eleanor Sennett says
she cries when she thinks about the work
USD students put into renovating her house.

Prof Preaches Management Lessons
Through Renovation Project
by Krystn Shrieve

T

hey took classes on installing drywall,
framing windows and laying rile. T hey
raised nearly $35,000 in monetary and inkind contributions. And they meticulously
planned their schedules to the minute.
But nothing prepared graduate students in
business Professor Barbara Withers' project
management course - who planned for
months to renovate a 60-year-old house in
four days - for the way her classroom lessons came to life in the real wo rld.
Withers drilled her students so often
about the need for proper planning and the
consequences of not charting contingencies
that the nonstop warnings lost their impact.
Her wo rds came back full force, however,
when the class arrived in the pouring rain to
find the house they expected to be empty
wasn't packed . And that their naive rain contingency - simply to work inside - didn't
take into consideration that 20 students and
60 vo lunteers wo uldn't fit in an 800-squarefoor home.
"You should have seen us," says class project manager Stephen Brunetto. "It's one thing
to make a contingency plan and another
thing to stand in the rain wondering what

the heck you're going to do. I learned that
the planning needs to be ri ght to make
thin gs run smooth ly."
T he ann ual semester-long assignment,
called The Thanksgiving Project, teaches students the relationship between the hammerand-nail side of renovating a home and the
behind-the-scenes budgets, contracts and
schedules chat make it possible.
Students broke into teams charged with
landscaping, drywall and painting, rile and
flooring, electricity, carpentry, windows and
exterior work. In the end, they worked a
miracle.
Eleanor Sennett, 58 , has lived in the twobedroom, one-bath Linda Vista home, a few
miles from campus, since the third grade.
The single mother, who raised three children
on modest means, began cooking her meals
on a hot plate when her stove broke five
years ago. After 20 years without a heater,

she got used to cold winter drafts. Rotted
riles left a leaky mess in her bathroom , and
the driveway consisted of wooden planks
on half-dead grass. She never realized that a
broken gas line under the house could have
led to an explosive disaster.
"I kept chinking, someday I'd be ab le to
fix my little house," Sennett says. "This
house means so much to me, and I can't
believe everything these kids were ab le to do.
If I lived to be 110, I co uldn't have done this
much on my own ."
The house got a new driveway, new windows and fram ing, a fresh coat of paint, new
srncco, a decorative rock wall , a walkway,
landscaping and a backyard gazebo.
Students painted every room, installed a
heater, replaced the bathroom tile, installed
new kitchen cabinets, built a pantry, replaced
the carpeting, renovated closets, laid wood
flooring and purchased a new stove and
stackable washer and dryer.
The lessons weren't wasted on Brunetto, a
data program manager for a San Diego software company.
"In the software industry, people are notorious for being late and actually plan for it,"
Brunetto says. "I was always cavalier about
schedu les, assuming I could fall back on
time extensions, but this experience caught
me discipline."
His professor says the lessons are tough,
but invaluab le.
"Sometimes you learn more from mistakes," says Withers, who introduced the
project in 1998. "In the end, students feel
tired and frustrated, but also amazed that
they did something so out of their nature
and changed a life. Thar's the power of this
co urse. "

Home Depot classes and do-it-yourself videos
turned these students into fix-it fanatics.
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Verdict on Prosecutor
is Unanimous Praise

by Cecilia Chan

A

George "Woody" Clarke boarded a Hight
to one of his frequent speaking engagements, a ticket agent sudden ly recognized
the San Diego deputy district artorney, who last
year helped win a guilty verdict in che gut-wrenching case of David Westerfield, convicted of kidnapping and murdering a 7-year-old girl.
With a simple ''thank yo u" chat spoke volumes,
the agent bumped him up to first class.
Such reactions are becoming common for
C larke, a 1977 School of Law graduate whose
expertise in DNA evidence has been renowned for
years in legal circles. In addition to the Westerfield
case, C lark worked for the prosecution team on
the high-profile trial of O.J. Simpson . He's
appeared some 50 times on national television,
including "Larry King Live" and Fox's "Last
Chance: Guilty or Innocent. " Requests for him to
speak come in from far-Hung pares of the globe
like the United Arab Emirates and Rio de Jane iro.
His new-found celebrity status, however, hasn't
gone to his head.
"He is the nicest guy you will ever run into," says fellow prosecutor Jeff Dusek, lead attorney on che Westerfield case. "Nothing seems
to upset him or throw him off course. "
Dusek adds that without C larke, che Westerfield case, which
hinged on DNA evidence, may not have reached trial.
"He's probably the preeminent attorney in the country in the
DNA field," Dusek says. "He is as good as they come."
C larke, who has a daughter of his own, was saddened by che
Westerfield case, but heartened chat he cou ld help gain a death

8
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penalty conviction for the murder of young Danielle Van Dam.
"Having a child, particularly a liccle girl , made chis case a pare of
our lives, and it will probably continue to be chat way forever," says
Clarke.
The 51-year-old attorney fell into forensic science in 1984 as a
second-year prosecutor in the San Diego County District Attorney's
office, when he successfull y co-prosecuted che 1989 death-penalty
case of David Allen Lucas. Lucas, an Ease San Diego Co unty carpet
cleaner, fatally slashed the throats of two women, including a USO

Russell Caine '85 received
the 2002 Mother Rosalie Hill
Award for his long-time dedication to USD.

co-ed, and a 3-year-old boy. The case lasted five years,
including a yearlong effort to introduce blood evidence
linking Lucas to one of the victims through serological resting, a precursor to DNA testing.
Clarke, who took just one science class as an undergraduate at University of California, San Diego, saw power in this
new type of evidence, and began learning more about the
evolving technology from FBI seminars.
"I took notes and tried to learn as much as I could,"says
Clarke, adding that his dual role as attorney and DNA
expert "presents chal lenges in a number of different areas,
as opposed ro my basically performing a single function."
Armed with his ever-growing DNA know-how, Clarke
was loaned to th e Los Angeles County District Attorney's
office in 1995 for the "Trial of rhe Century," in which O.].
Simpson was accused of murdering his ex-wife, Nicole Brown
Simpson, and her friend, Ron Goldman. As rhe media
hungrily devoured any scrap of information during the
nine-month trial, Clarke found rhar being in the national
spotlight was a wild ride.
"The scrutiny of that case was beyond anyth ing I've
encountered, including even the Westerfield case," Clarke
says. "I ofren refer to that as part criminal trial, part circus
and part runaway train. "
Today, C larke's duties arou nd rhe office - where he goes
by Woody, short for Woodm an, his middle name - include
the position of "crime laboratory liaison," in which he prioritizes DNA resting for prosecutors preparing cases. H e constantly keeps up on evolving DNA technology, and notes
that the applications go far beyond the criminal justice system to encompass tasks such as diagnosing generic diseases,
protecting endangered species and identifying war dead.
"Science doesn't stand still, " he says. "It's one of the
biggest reaso ns why forensic DNA testing will constantly
progress, and newer methods will develop. "
Clarke also is sorting thro ugh appeals from convicted
criminals who might be eligi ble for DNA resting to help
prove their innocence. The San Diego DNA Project, the
first of irs kind in rhe country, was launched by rhe District
Attorney's office in 2000, and is a nationwide model.
"We've worked together for many years, both before and
after the Simpson case, on issues deal ing wirh DNA resting
and forensic science," says attorney Barry Scheck, DNA
expert for the Simpson defense ream and co-founder of the
Innocence Project, which has exonerated more than I 00 wrongly
convicted inmates using DNA evidence. "I really rely on Woody ro
give a balanced, objective assessment of forensic science issues."
Beyond rhe courtroom, Scheck says C larke is a rarity in the ofren
rough-and-rumble world of law and justice.
"He's a real gentleman, " Scheck says. "He is a civil person, and in
our profession rhar unfortunately is a rare commodity."

Kudos for
Generous Grads
Their To rero Blue shines through.
For his dogged dedication co
USO, Russell Caine '85 was named
chis year's recipient of the Mocher
Rosalie Clifton Hi ll Award, whi ch
recognizes extraordinary service co
the university. And for his outstanding co mmuni ry contributions,
Monsignor Dennis Mikulanis '73
was honored with th e Bishop
Charles Francis Buddy Award.
The awards, named after the univers iry's founders , are presented
annualJy at th e Homecoming Mass
and at the Alumni Mass, respecc.ively.
Caine, 39, has logged hundreds
of hours at Alcala Park as a member
and president of the alumni associati on. He chaired US D's 50th an niversary celebration, was a Homecoming
com mittee member and co-chaired
the 2002 Homecoming tailga te parry.
"I enj oy giving back," he says.
"The growth and development of
the universiry has been phenomenal,
and co be a part of it is exciting."
Mikulanis was feted for going
beyond his job as pastor at San Rafael
Catholic Church in San Diego, and
delving in to interreligious and ecumenical affairs for some 25 years.
After the Sept. 11, 200 1, terrorist
attacks on America, Mikulanis spearheaded a series of meetings char
introduced che public co Islam's
tenets and practices, a seep chat he
says is vital co building a culture of
understanding and peace.
"Since Sept. 11 , there has been
a greater attempt at understanding
Islam, and of Muslims in the United
Scates crying co understand che
Western wo rld," says Mikulanis, 51 ,
a histo ry and philosophy graduate.
"If people are not willing co listen co
one another, we will have wars and
arguments - an d that has co stop."

A Career Change
This year, alumni hope co hie a home
run by keeping it in the park.
While they've always scored big,
organizers of che Hughes Career
Achievement Awards hope co draw
even more fa ns chis yea r by hosting
che event at Alcala Park for che first
nme.

T he ninth annual ceremo ny,
named for President Emeritus Author
E. Hughes, wilJ be May 3 in the
Jenny Craig Pavi lion. The event recognizes the accomplishments of fi ve
alumni - one each from the College
of Arcs and Sciences and the schools
of Business Adm inistratio n, Education , Law and Nursing.
In another
fi rst, students will
join gues ts
for desse rt
after che blacktie dinn er, giving
current undergrads a
chance co rub elbows
with successful alumni.
T he changes are part of alumni
efforts co bridge che gap berween
students and gradu ates, co remind
alumni of fond traditions and co
create new traditions chat today's
students will cherish.
"We need co make sure chis is
part of what we're exposi ng students
co, because there's a lot here co be
proud of," says Jack Kelly, director
of alumni relations. "We need co
show chem the tradition of excellence among our alumni. "

What Do You Know?
Can you pick che perfect boccie
from a JO-page wine list? Are you
able co grab a snowboard and
shoosh down a mountain without
falling once? Do you know how to
plan che perfect getaway, cake a
flawless phoco, gee a boo k published
or put on an impeccable dinn er
parry? If so, we need you!
USD Magazine is looki ng for
everyday experts - you know, chose
people with an abili ry chat everyone
wants, but so few have - co feature
in an upcoming issue. If you've got
an inside scoop or a rare tal ent, contact Mike Haskins at (6 19) 260-4684
or mh askins@sandiego.edu to share
yo ur skill wi th che rest of us. Remember, it doesn't have to be rocket science - because how many people
use char every day?
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The Halls are Alive with
the Sound of Music
If the recent CD releases by USO
music department facu lty are hard
to find, just remember that Chris
Adler Trio comes right after
Can nonball Adderley, and Kay
Etheridge comes just
before Melissa. Well,
Adler and
Etheridge
may not
be topping
che charts,
but their
work represents a significant step
forward for music at Alcala Park.
Adler, assistant professor and
director of che USO music program,
mixed and mastered his jazz improv
wo rk, Ti-anscontinental, in the computer music studio on campus. To
add to the USO Aavor, department
secreta ry David Medina designed
the cover art.
"Recording technologies are at the
point where stuff that not so lo ng
ago co uld only be done in a recording studio, can now be done on a
G4 (comp uter)," Adler says. "Ir
used to be th at, for the most part,
performers were performers
and it took engineers to mix

In addition to jazz improv,
Professor Chris Adler
plays the Thai mouth
organ.

and master their work. In USD 's
comp uter music class, students learn
that end of che process, and I think
it helps them as performers."
Erheridge's latest CD, Live in
Concert, was recorded across the hall
from the computer music studio in Shiley Theatre. The CD features
the music professor performing
piano composi tions by Mozart and
Beethoven. But another recent
release, Real Life, displays add itional
dimension , as she dips inco the catalog of local co ntemporary folk legend Peggy Watson.
"Ir's great ro show students char
serious music means more than
Beethoven," Etheridge says.

Faculty Population
Boom
Thanks to an aggressive facultyhiring program lau nched in 2000,
USO has added 25 new
full-rime fac ul ty, bringing
down the ratio of classes
taught by part-timers to
about 33 percent - the lowest point in the university's history. But it's only the beginning,
says Provost Frank Lazarus.
"One-third is only an intermediate goal," he says. "We wane it at
25 percent or less.
"Full-rime facul ty support the
teacher-scholar model, being more
avai lable to students than part-time
people," Lazarus says. "By reducing

Anne Hendershott

Return of Reason?
Anne Hendershott, chair of the
sociology department, is a leading
voice in her field - which makes
her latest book, The Politics of
Deviance, all the more intriguing.
T he book argues chat society has
allowed itself ro become mo tolerant
of areas once considered
clear aven ues of
deviant behavior substance abuse,
promiscuity and
pedophilia, to
name a few.
Advocacy organizations and other political groups, in arguing for their
clients, have at the same rime caused
a deterioration of society's fabr ic,
she says. Many colleagues are on her
side.
"Deviance has now itself become
virtually a taboo," says Professor
C hristopher Wolfe of Marquette
University. "An ne H endershott's
book ... is a powerful call to a
renewal of sociology - and public
policy."

Food For Thought

reaching loads without sacrifici ng
(smal l) class size, we increase facul ty
research opportun ities, wh ich also
benefits students. This is important
for the future of the quality of ed ucation offered at USO.''

You think making sure your kids eat
right is tough? Try it with 50 of
chem.
N ursing Professor Kathy James
does just that, once a week, with a
program called J usr for Kids, a
nutritional primer she offers for rwo
sixth-grade classes at Montgomery
Academy, just up the road from
camp us.
"We do one assignment per week
that covers some aspect of nutrition," Jan1es says. "One week we
had the kids look at what they had
for dinner every night, evaluate each
food item relati ve ro its calori es and
classi~, it as either free , light, heavy

or junk. They were amazed at the
amount of far and sugar in most
processed food."
In addition ro showing students
the amo unt of sugar in everyday
items li ke soda and fast food, James
appeals ro their sense of economy.
"One student said he bought
four sodas a day, so we figured that
added up ro abo ut 2,080 teaspoo ns
of sugar and cost him over $900 per
year, " she says. "Thar really got his
attentio n."
The progran1's overarching goal ,
James says, is ro increase student fitness levels.
"We tested the kids at the beginning of the program, and at least a
quarter of them were overweight,
exceed ing 25 percent fat in their
body mass ind ex," she says. "We do
a lot of behavior education - like
what ro do when yo u are bored

instead of earing - and increase
awareness of healthy foods. They are
beginning ro be very interested in
their physical appearance, and are
sti ll at an age when eating habits
can be adj usted."

Correction
The story "Fo rm er Law Dean
Remembered ," in the Fall 2002
USD Magazine, failed ro note rhar
law Professor Donald T. Weckstein
is survived by a son, Zachary. We
regret rhe om ission .

Anthropology Professor Jerome Hall,
one of the world's foremost nautical
archaeologists, explores the wreckage of a ship dating back to the first
century A.D.

by Timothy McKernan

J

erome Hall thinks "Survivor" is funny.
He's nor necessarily a fan of the realitybased television show - "I've seen it, mostly
heard about it" - but to the USD archaeology professor, the televised concept of roughing it is anything bur authentic.
Hall's regular forays to remote Caribbean
islands make "Survivor" look more like
"Gilligan's Island." He's been on expeditions
where the menu was goat meat and rice for
100 days. And no cameraman ever snuck
him a candy bar or a cold beer.
Hall is a nautical archaeologist, and if
you're nor familiar with the job - which
entails recovering and studying artifacts from
shipwrecks - forgive yo urself. In a discipline
that conjures images of millennia-old civilizations, Hall's niche is roughly the same age as
rock 'n' roll.
His foray into the field started in the late
1970s, when the discipline was still in its
infancy. As an ocean science master's student,
Hall attended a talk about the new science
by marine archaeologist Peter Throckmorton.
Captivated by stories of sunken ships and
buried treasure, Hall approached the lecturer, inquiring about volunteer opportunities.
After a brief talk, Throckmorton hired Hall
as his assistant for a summer excavation of
rhe so-called "Pipe Wreck" in the Caribbean.
The ship, a contemporary of the Mayflower,
rakes its moniker from its cargo, a shipment
of pipes believed to be for Native Americans
in the Hudson Valley.
The assignment launched Hall on an
odyssey that rook him around the world,
including a stint at Texas A&M University,
where he worked with George Bass, one of
the original nautical archaeologists.
"I have an incredible pedigree," Hall says.
"I'll spend the rest of my career working to
justify the incredible good fortune I had to
study with the founding fathers of my discipline."
Hall's passion for science is really secondary in his work, something of a tool to satisfy
his raging curiosity. His imagination is the
engine rl1ar drives the excavations . And while
he has scrubbed the silty bottom of the
Mediterranean Sea for artifacts centuries

WITH THE CENTURIES
older than Moses, the Pipe Wreck continues
to command most of his attention.
The professor has pored over documents
from the Durch West India Company, the
Pipe Wreck's sponsor, looking for any shred
of evidence to tell him why a ship headed for
modern-day New York might find itself hundreds of miles to the south, within sight of
the place where Columbus' Santa Maria sank.
And for 100 days each summer, Hall and a
group of volunteers spend hours in 12 feet of
water, washing away the centuries and looking for buried treasure. Hall figures to have
the site completely excavated in three years.
"Imagine it," he says. "This vessel, on the
cutting edge of technology in its rime, goes
down hundreds of miles off course. How did
it get there? "
For most people, the answers to such questions are not nearly as interesting as the latest
"Survivor" tribal council. Bur Hall says the
quest should appeal to our collective humanity.

"This work, like all intellectual pursuits,
does more than provide things for museum
exhibits," he says. "Ir gives us a sense of
where we have been as human beings, adds
context to our lives and makes them richer
and more full. "
Being a science pioneer is nor without its
humbling moments, however. On an excavation of a first-century wreck off rhe coast of
Israel, Hall and his colleagues found an artifact they could not identify. After months of
study, a graduate student postulated the item
was a rowing bench off the vessel.
"He built a scale model to show that it
would fir, and we were all very excited about
how brilliant we were," Hall says.
"Then I showed a photo of the artifact to
one of my USD classes and gave them 30
seconds to guess what it was," he laughs. "A
young lady spoke up and said, 'I think it's a
rowing bench.' Two Ph.D.s and a grad student scratch their heads for two years, and
an undergraduate shall lead them!"
WINTER 2003
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The Blair

Hoops Star Makes the
Most of His Second
Chance at USD
by Timothy McKernan

J

ason Blair's uniform number is 34, but another number is a better gauge of his basketball
career: 400.
Five days a week, whether or not the basketball
team practices, Blair stands alone in the Spores
Center gym, perfecting his shooting skills with a
routine chat includes 100 stationary shots, 200
After his sophomore year, Blair approached
his Texas coach, Elliot Glabine. He cold
movement shots and 100 free throws.
Glabine he'd never forgotten USD, and chat he
"It's rhe only way to get better, " Blair shrugs.
still wanted to play there. Glabine got on the
"My goal is co be automatic in games, and the
phone to Holland, who remembered the promonly way to do chat is practice."
ising young player, and the two helped Blair
That work ethic was instrumental in his metatransfer to USD.
morphosis from a gifted bur unrefined high
Blair was overjoyed, but still had to face two
school player to the USD power forward who last
major obstacles: the NCM requirement chat
year shot a team-best 55.5 percent from the field
transfer students sit our a year before playing
- including an impressive 43 percent from
Jason Blair's work ethic propelled him to
again, and a broken bone in his foot chat kept
beyond the three-point line - led the team in
the Toreros' co-MVP award last year him from practicing wi th the team. The kid
rebounds and shared most valuable player honors. and to the West Coast Conference Allwho
never wants to come off the court spent a
"Jason has a lot of athletic ability, but he literAcademic team .
year watching from the sidelines, an experience
ally made himself into a great basketball player,"
he says was "awful. "
says Toreros Coach Brad Holland. "In high school he was almost
"I went co all the practices knowing there wasn't any way I could
exclusively an inside player, but he has worked very hard and develhelp the ream," he says. "I really missed playing."
oped an outstanding perimeter shot. You combine chat with his
While Blair's game was on hold, his education was not, and the
excellent inside gan1e, and he has made himself a complete player."
Holland's greatest coaching challenge with Blair is getting him off
year off proved to be a blessing in the classroom. A business administration major, Blair maintains a 3.6 grade-point average and is on
the Boor.
track to graduate with honors chis spring. He approaches academics
"I've had co cell him ro cake a day off," rhe coach says. "He can
with rhe same practical dedication he shows when driving to the hoop.
overrrain at rimes, and I'll tell him to back off and lee his body recover."
'Td love to continue playing basketball beyond college and I've
Blair attracted Holland's attention as a prep star in Phoenix more
thought abo ut coaching," he says, "bur whatever I do, I know I need
than three years ago, but at the rime the coach had exhausted his
a good education."
scholarship allotment. He invited Blair to come to USD as a walkThe attitude has made him a ream leader, both on and off the court.
on, non-scholarship athlete, bur finances eliminated char option for
"He leads by example, because players have to respect how hard he
the Blair family. The young sharp-shooter instead went to Southwest
Texas Scare, where he led chat team in shooting percentage his freshworks and the day-in and day-out pride he shows in what he's
doing," Holland says. "He puts everything he's got into being both a
man year. But the on-court life in Texas didn't agree with him.
student and an athlete, which makes the ocher guys look at themselves
"They wanted me to play inside, and really didn't want me to
and wonder if they're doing the same thing. You can't put a price
shoot," he says. "I chink I cook one jump shot the whole time I was
what he means co rhe rest of the team. "
there - against USD in a tournament. "
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T he club, launched last fal l, is
now 2,600 stro ng.
"It's fun for the stud ents, and it's
good for the athletes to have some
extra support," W iebe says. "Ir's
great to look into the crowd and see
a bunch of enthusiastic fans wearing
Torero colo rs."

They're Ba-a-a-ck
If yo u missed the last two West

Fashion Statement
No, the sears in the Jen ny Craig
Pavilion have nor been painted
Columbia blue. Bur it might look
that way during Torero basketball
ga mes, thanks to escalating school
sp irit spurred by the Srudenr
Rewards C lub.
The club is free - and can pay
off handsomely. Srudents receive a
Co lu mbia blue Torero T-shirt for

signing up, and win prizes if their
name is drawn at a football or basketbal l game, or at selected games in
oth er sports.
"They ge t Torero gear, food
vo uchers an d dinner and a power
card for games at (local arcade)
Dave and Buster's," says Renee
W iebe, athleti cs promotions directo r. "The grand prize is the Dave
and Buster's Srudent Jackpot. It
starts at $ 100. If the club member
whose name is drawn is nor in
attenda nce and weari ng his or her
Torero Blue T-shirt, the prize rolls
ove r. We recently gave away a $500
prize at a women's basketball game."

Coast Co nference basketball tournaments
at the Jenny Craig
Pavilion, fear not.
T his March, rhe
JCP will once
again host the
games determining the conference
represe ntative to the NCAA Tournament - the "big dance," to basketball fans .
For WCC Tournament ti cket information, log on to the USD athletics
Web site at www.usdroreros.com.

PFL Title Slips
From Sight
T he USD football team had Dayton
right where it wanted them - final ly. In nine gam es, rhe Flyers were a
perfect 9-0 against the Toreros, but
USD had the chance to end a decade
of futility on Nov. 16 at Alcala Park.
Both teams were 3-0 in league
play, and a victory meant earning
the Pioneer Football League's North
Division ride and moving on to play
Moorehead State fo r the PFL championship.
A stand ing-roo m on ly crowd of
6,953 jammed Torero Stadium , but
the eager throngs found our, yet
again, why Dayton has claimed seven
PFL titles sin ce 1993. The Flyers
rook a 17-7 lead halfom e lead,
dominating th e rim e of possession
with 23 minutes to USD's seven .
USD narrowed the gap to 20- 17
late in the fourth quarter, but
Dayton put together a clock-eating
drive culminating in a touchdown
char put the game out of reach. The
Toreros' season ended with the 2717 loss.
Despite the rough defeat, Head
Coach Kevin McGarry says the
game was one of the mos t reward ing
in the 25 years he's been associated

Quarterback Eric Rasmussen
with USD football.
"I have never see n a crowd so
large and enthusiastic," he says. "It
was a rotten way to end rhe season,
but to see the stands so full and
people so excited was unbeli evabl e."

ing a premature and frustrating end
to another impressive seaso n for rh e
Toreros, who fini shed with a 14-6
record an d saw senior Ryan Co iner
named the West Coast Co nference
Player of the Year.
Despite the disappointments, the
future of USD soccer is promisi ng.
T he on-field successes and recent
improvements to Torero Stadium
are likely to make USD an attractive
choice for soccer recruits.
"We're very pro ud of our soccer
teams an d the success th ey have
achieved," says Tom Iannacone, USD
director of athletics. "They are annually ranked among the best in the
country and have also received yearly
bids to the NCAA Tournament."

Soccer Teams Advance,
But Exit Early
First, the good news: USD's men's
and women's soccer teams both
advanced to their respective NCAA
to urn aments. The bad news? Boch
teams were eliminated in the first
round.

Senior
Rebecca Smith

T he women endured what
might have been the more
painful of the two losses, 1-0
to USC in overtime, the
game's lone goal com ing on
a penalty kick. It was the
second time in three years
USD lost to USC by a single goal in a tournament
game, as the Toreros also
dropped a 2-1 match in 2000.
The men had a rough rime,
too. Appear ing in their fifth
straight NCAA rournan1ent and
the 10th since 1990, they lost to
University of Cal ifornia, Santa
Barbara, a team making its first-ever
NCAA tournament appearance.
UCSB posted a 2-0 victory, bring-
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T NOW, SOME TWO DOZEN ARMED CONFLICTS RAGE IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE
~~S

OF I

OF LIVES WILL BE LOST IN THESE STRUGGLES - MOSTLY THOSE

OCENT BYSTANDERS. WHILE THERE

- OR VICTIMS -

EVER SEEMS TO BE A DEARTH OF ARMIES

PEACEMAKERS ALWAYS ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY. BUT USO IS TRAINING

NEW LEADERS WHOSE MISSION WILL BE TO TIP THE BALANCE TOWARD PEACE .
14
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by Michael R. Haskins

Mapping paths to peace are master's students (left
to right) Andrea Lima, Susi Menazza, Peter Gathuru,
Ryan Dempsey, Sarah Medina and Kevin Turner.

Deter Gachuru witnessed the birth of democracy.
£Like many deliveries, it was painful.
Gachuru is from Kenya, an East African nation chat
over the past decade has moved, slowly and arduously,
from a one-parry state coward a true republic. But the
price has been high. During the 1990s, more than
300,000 Kenyans were uprooted when political tensions
escalated into ethnic strife. Gachuru saw friends and rel atives forced off their land, their houses burned, and witnessed refugee families with nowhere to go camped in
cities and on the sides of roads.
With a college degree in agriculture, Gathuru had
been employed by the government and ocher agencies to
mitigate the effects of drought and migratory pests . But
in 1993, he went to work for the National Council of
Churches of Kenya, an association of 27 religious organizations and denominations. Through nine years of disorder and dissension, he distributed food, strove for peace
and helped resettle families driven from their homes. His
reasoning was simple.
"They needed my help," he says.
This story is not uncommon among students in the
inaugural class of USD's master's program in peace and
justice, which began last fall. One by one, they have shared
their stories with each ocher. Andrea Lima cold how she
was evacuated from the Democratic Republic of Congo
on the last commercial flight to leave the country before a
massive war erupted - and how she went back two months
later. Susi Menazza talked about rhe death threats she
endured in Kosovo while she organized political parties
for chat region's first post-war election. Ryan Dempsey
described the gut-wrenching feeling of analyzing reports
on genocidal conflicts around the world, and seeing how
people often are killed by the most horrifying means
imaginable.
Some came close to breaking down as they relived the
traumas th ey experienced, the oppression they witnessed
and, above all, the death they saw. They hail from all
parts of the world, and have seen all kinds of human suffering. But they have one goal in common: they want to
make it stop.
In a litde more than six months, most of these 13
students will venture back into the world's war-torn and
shattered areas. After their year together at USD, the hope
is chat they will go into the world as changed people and that they will change the world.
Right now, they're learning how to do it.
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NEW VIEWS ON CONFLICT
Joyce Neu got what she wanted. She's th ri lled about chis
fi rst class of mas ter's students. Since their arrival at Alcala
Park last August, the students have become a close
cohort, learning as m uch from each ocher as they do fro m
thei r classes. T hey range in age from 22 co 53, and come
fro m more than a half dozen different co untries. T heir
knowledge and work experience run the gamut from li terature, policies and philosophy co science, economics
and human rights. And fo r th e most part, they're already
peacemakers.
"We wanted people with on-the-gro und experience in
places where there is human sufferi ng," says Neu, di rector
of US D 's Joan B. Kroc Institute fo r Peace and Justice,
and a career peacemaker who reaches co nflict resolution
in the mas ter's program. "In many cases, peo ple in the
field no t only don't have the cools (to reso lve co nfl icts),
bur don't even know what cools exist. We're providing
these students with a cool set they can use co diagnose
conflicr, gee parties co rhe cable and help create sustainable peace."
To build chat cool set, professors are giving the students
a crash co urse in, well, just abo ut everyth ing - history,
religio n, philosophy, policies, law, negotiati on, the enviro nment, geography, justice, human rights, international
relations and, of co urse, conflict analysis, preve ntion and
resolution . In general, all these disciplines fall under one
of the program's three main focal areas: intern atio nal relations, ethics and h uman righ ts, and co nflic t resol ution.
Incense? Yes. But the program was purposely designed
co last just 13 months, in part beca use the short d uration
makes scholarshi p funds easier co obtain, but mainly
because th ese students are desperately requ ired elsewhere.
Estimates vary, but the Information Please almanac co unted
22 major armed co nflicts in the world last year, while
Canada's Project Plo ughshares says at least 11 co untries

"WE TAKE THEM THROUGH
USEFUL IDEAS SUCH AS W. Y
PEACE DIDN'T HOLD IN SOME
CASES, WHAT WAS WRONG
WITH CERTAIN PEACE TREATIES
AND WHAT MISTAKES WERE
MADE IN THE PAST."
currendy host conflicts in wh ich the death coll exceeds
100,000 peo ple, nearly 90 percent of whom are civilians.
T he world needs these peacemakers.
So they are here to learn, fas t, and gee co work. But
how does one really teach peace? Professors in the p rogram adm it chat when it comes co hands-on peacemaking, the stud ents generally have m uch longer resumes
than their teachers . T h us the classroo m disc ussions are
frequently more th eoretical, caking students in to a real m

The Pieces of Peacemaking
Arguments over definitions of peace and justice, and how to properly reach these goals, fill whole libraries, but the following
outline shows some of the concepts with which students in the peace and justice master's program are working.
War (or Armed Conflict) - According to the Peace Research
Department at Sweden 's Uppsala University, an internationally recognized source of data and analysis on armed conflict, an armed conflict is a contested incompatibility that concerns government and/or
territory. It includes the use of armed force between two parties, of
which at least one is the government of a state, that results in at
least 25 battle-related deaths. From 1946 to 2001 , there were 225
such conflicts.
Peace - More than just the lack of fighting or violence, the definition includes an absence of threats to personal safety and security,
removing triggers to violent conflict, access for all to human rights
and basic needs such as food , water and shelter, and systems to
resolve conflicts in a nonviolent manner.
16
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Justice - Considered vital to sustainable peace, justice includes:
equal treatment under the law and legal means to deal with injustices; observance of civil rights and human rights ; equal access to
health care , education and political power; equitable distribution of
resources ; and a system with a built-in mechanism for evaluation
and adjustment, such as elections.
Peacemaking - When considering involvement in a conflict, peacemakers generally look for: parties to a conflict who are ready and
willing to talk to an outsider; an invitation to become involved from
one or more parties to the confl ict; an understanding of the history
of the conflict and the parties involved ; an opportunity to make a difference; and funding to implement needed changes.

Projects in Peacebuilding

l

of ideas they previo usly haven't had the
chance to fully explore, including a concept
that is at the very core of the institute peace without justice is not true peace, nor
can it be expected to las t.
"They all have experience, but they mostly
have focused on technical issues in the field,
without a lot of historical background," says
Professor Kath ryn Srader, who teaches diplomacy and U.S. foreign policy, and also directs
USD's new undergraduate minor in peace
and justice studies. "We rake them thro ugh
useful ideas such as why peace didn't hold
in some cases, what was wro ng with certain peace treaties
and what mistakes were made in the pas t."
As they finish up the first half of the p rogram, students
say such concepts are showing them how to approach
conflict resolution, peace and justice from many perspectives - historical, political and religious, to name a few.
As new ideas take root, they're also discovering what each
of the others knows abo ut h uman and political relationships, and bouncing moral and ethical iss ues off each
other that they had little time to consider before.
"Every class has opened me up to something new and
different," says Sarah Medina, a 2002 US D graduate who
has organized international conferences for the Border
Trade Alliance. "The conflict resolution class showed me
the details you have to pay attention to, and how to eliminate the possibility of conflict within mediation. And
knowing the history of confl icts is so important, because
it changes the recommendations yo u make to diffe rent
gro ups and in different situations."
In ocher words, these peacemakers are not just getting
cools, they're learning not to use a screwdriver when they
really need a wrench.
Perhaps most important, the students - many of
whom have been on the fro nt lines of conflict and have
seen bloodshed and violence up close - are getting some
perspective on what they've been through, and where
they'll go fro m here. Some want to work fo r the United
Nations, others fo r nongovernmental peace and justice
organizations, still others in economic development roles.
All are convinced they now have more to offer.
"I have the skills, and now I'll have the theory, which
should enable me to move up to the next level," says
Garhuru, who is cautiously optimistic about Kenya's
fu ture, but realizes there is still much work to be done.
'Tl! be ready to go back and work on peacebuilding at
the regional and international level, and to teach others
how to carry th ro ugh on peace projects."

A NETWORK OF PEACE
T he Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice is certainly rare, possibly unique. Although peace and justice
programs abound at universities and think tanks aro und
the globe, the institute at US D has an unusual, threepronged mission to provide education, research and

This month, Dee Aker, assistant director of the Joan B. Kroc Institute for
Peace and Justice, will lead a team
to Nepal to explore the possibility
of ending the armed conflict in that
country, which has resulted in more
than 7,000 deaths since 1996.
Nepal was one of four countries
discussed at the IPJ 's December
2001 inaugural conference, which
also covered Guatemala, Macedonia
and the Democratic Republic of
Congo. Since the conference, representatives from the Nepali government and other organizations have
asked for assistance in peacebuilding efforts that could help end a
long-standing conflict between government forces and a Maoist rebel
movement.
On the trip, the team will determine if the IPJ can facilitate a dialog,
conduct conflict resolution training
and human rights education, and
enhance women 's participation in
decision-making . Upon their return ,
the Nepal team members will develop
a plan for further action and seek
necessary funding .
The Nepal project is the institute's
first major undertaking in peacebuilding, although a number of other projects are either under way or in the
planning stages, and the IPJ already
has gained a reputation as a place

where parties in conflict can seek
assistance.
In response to requests , IPJ representatives last year talked with the
Eritrean community in San Diego and
with the Eritrean ambassador to the
United States to evaluate the possibilities for post-conflict peacebuilding in Eritrea. In July, Joyce Neu, the
institute's executive director, traveled
to Madagascar at the request of the
U.S. State Department, where she
evaluated the political situation.
At the same time, Aker assisted
Makerere University in Kampala,
Uganda, with implementation of a
human rights and peace curriculum.
The IPJ inaugurated a research
colloquium last year to bring together
San Diego scholars from the fields
of peace, conflict resolution and
human rights, and plan to start a
women's peacemakers program. In
addition, the institute sponsors an
ongoing speaker and film series,
which is open to the public.
In the academic arena, the master's program is complemented by
internships through which students
from around the world work at the
IPJ and learn about conflicts, human
rights and justice. Also under the
institute's umbrella is Worldlink, a
program that connects high school
youth to global affairs.

For more information about Institute for Peace and Justice
programs and events, log on to http://peace.sandiego.edu.
peacemaki ng - along wi th an interdisciplinary focus on
conflict resolution, human rights and justice - all under
the same roof.
O utside the academic area, many research and peacemaking efforts are under way (see box above), and the
students benefit fro m the synergy of these activi ties. More
than a dozen guest speakers have shared their insights,
including Miria Matembe, the minister of ethics and
integri ty for Uganda, and Peter Wallensteen, a worldrenowned peace scholar from Sweden's Uppsala University.
Neu and IPJ assis tant director Dee Aker, both veteran
peacebuilders, set an example with their peacemaking and
outreach efforts, and share their successes and challenges.
As peacemaking efforts develop, more parties to conflicts
likely will come to San Diego for med iation, allowing
students a firsthand view of conflict resolution.

continued on page 23
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ick a day, open a newspaper,
and chances are somebody will
be carrying on about the sorry
state of public schools. The stories have
a depressingly similar refrain: kids are
flunking, and the system is to blame.
n recent months, much was made of
a report that nearly two-thirds of high
school students in :10-.Luke City failed
to score high enough on a
Is
test to earn a diploma. In California,--ther ballyhooed account noted that
half the state's students met
·ciency in math, science
continued on next page

reform efforcs, some new funding is becoming available and educators say there is a
renewed willingness among politicians and
the public to rake on the challenges.

Good Schools, Bad Schools

With headlines like chis, ir looks like reading, writing and arithmetic are going to hell
in a handbasker. Bur it's nor quire true. Yes,
there are some serious problems with public
schools. But teachers and USD education
expercs say it's unfair for the media and public to lump all the problems together in a
blanker condemnation of the entire system.
And even if the criticisms were fair, rhe system is nor going away. Despite the excitement
over alternatives such as private school vouchers and home schooling, public education
is still responsible for teaching more than
90 percent of school-aged children, some
50 million kids. If we really want our children
co learn, it's clear chat public education is the
place co scare.
The first seep in creating better schools,
many experrs say, is to acknowledge chat public education , like any system, has good and
bad components, and chat the who le system is
not falling apart. Jaime Romo, USD assistant
professor of education, compares the structure co a family.
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At San Diego's Rancho Santa Fe Elementary
School, students are learning. The campus
ranks first in San Diego County with a score
of 936 points out of a possible 1,000 on
the 2002 Academic Performance Index, che
cornerstone of a statewide education accountability system chat measures school growth
and academic performance.
At the bottom end of the scale is Beyer
Elementary School in the border town of San
Ysidro. Students there scored a dismal 498 on
the API, which is based on performance on
the Sranford-9 and California Standards
achievement tests in basic skills such as language arts, science and math.
There's a story behind the test scores.
Rancho Santa Fe Elementary School sics
in one of San Diego's most prestigious communities, where the median family income
is $95 ,000 . In San Ysidro, the
median family income is
$32,000. How much money a
district receives - rhe bulk of it
from property taxes - generally
dictates the quality of its schools
and teachers.
In Rancho Santa Fe, supplies
are ample, teachers are experienced and resources allow for
extra classes in subjects like music and art.
Parents there have sec up an endowment fund
to pay for extras like extended kindergarten
hours, training for teachers and special interest classes.
In San Ysidro, overwhelmed young instructors try to teach the basics while worrying
that their students haven't had enough co eat,
and knowing that parents usually are coo busy
working co check on the academic progress of
their children.
In short, teachers with experience are able
to pass over working at poor schools, which
then have to rely on emergency-credentialed
or novice teachers.
"Teachers are the most significant factor
relating co a student's success," Romo says.
"When kids don't have experienced teachers

to acknowledge that public education has
good and bad components, and that the
whole system is not falling apart.
"You've got superstars, and then you have
the ones chat seem to bring shame to the family," Romo says. "There are a lot of schools at
the extremes, and a lot of schools in between. "
If he were to grade the fragmented system,
Romo says he'd give it a D . He won't assign a
failing mark, but, like many educators, he
says he won't bring up chat grade until every
member of the family is happy and healthy.
So what are the real problems with our
public schools, and how do we fix chem?
The question is simple, the answers often
daunting and complex. For decades, educators, policymakers and parents have struggled
to improve public education. There is no
magic solution, but it now appears chat the
time is ripe to resolve many of rhe issues, as
increasing public scrutiny has resulted in new

The Fast Track to the Classroom
to help them develo p reading and math skills,
then, yes, we are in a crisis. "
T he crisis is a na tional one. Educatio n
Trust, an independen t nonprofi t organization, reports that poor and minority students
across the country are twice as likely to be
assigned to classrooms with inexperienced
teachers, and courses in high-poverty middle
and high schools are more likely to be taught
by a teacher who is n't certified in the subject
area. State-mandated class-size reductions in
Californ ia and other states, while well-i ntenti oned, have meant there are even less qualified teachers to go aro un d.
Poverty begets other classroom complications, too. In low-income neighborhoods,
teachers more commonly confront issues such
as violence, drugs and lack of health care.
"Are the teachers in those areas bad teachers? No," says Viviana Alexandrowicz, USO
assistant professor of education. "Many are
committed and good, but the money isn't
there to properly serve the pop ulatio n."
There is hope, however. Last year, despite a
weak eco nomy, Cali fornia voters approved
two state educatio n meas ures. Proposition 47,
a $13 billion bond - the largest in Californ ia
history - will relieve overcrowding and
repair aging classrooms. Proposi tion 49 earmarks $550 million from the state general
fund for before- an d after-school programs
such as tutoring. Prop 49, however, does not
take effect until 2004, and is contingent on
a healthy state budge t. Voters in Californ ia
also passed 90 local school board meas ures
totaling $9.4 bill io n.
Schools are relying less on the government
and growing more sophisticated at raising
their own money for field trips, faci lities and
supplies. Book fairs and candy sales have
give n way to the creation of nonprofit fo undations, grant writing and corporate partnersh ips such as General Mills' "Box Tops for
Education" program, through which students
collect box tops that schools redeem with the
company. So far, the concept has provided
$50 m illion in aid.
Public schools also will see more aid under
President George Bush's "No C hild Left
Behind Act," hailed by the White Ho use as
the firs t tru ly nationwide reform plan for elementary and secondary education in nearly
40 years. The measure, signed last year,

I

f you 're tired of hearing about problems with the education system , and you 're ready to be
part of the solution, now is a good time to start.
More than two million new teachers will be needed in the next decade, 195,000
in California alone, as the existing teacher shortage is exace rbated by mandated
class-size reductions. To meet the need, states are developing fast-track programs
that offer people with college degrees in areas other than education a quick ticket
to a new career as a teacher.
The practice of moving new teachers rapidly through the system is not new, but
it is improved. For years, states have staffed schools with thousands of "emergency
credentialed" educators to fill empty jobs. But the emergency credential process is
a Band-Aid, at best. Most of these instructors lack vital training and end
up working in inner-city and rural schools - precisely where qualified
teachers are most desperately needed.
Amid intense public pressure for school reform , however, emergency
credentials are heading out the door. The federal "No Child Left Behind
Act" bans the worst-performing schools from hiring such teachers , and
requires all teachers in all schools to be fully credentialed by 2006.
The new law, signed in January 2002, charged states with creating
new options for aspiring educators, and at least 45 states now offer
alternatives to the traditional credential route, which generally requ ires returning
to college for a teacher preparation prog ram. USO offers an alternative program
in special education, which can take one to two years to complete but puts applicants into the classroom immediately, says Tedi Kostka, USD's credential analyst.
Candidates must have at least a bachelor's degree, and pass the California Basic
Education Skills Test and a subject matter test.
More than 175,000 teachers nationwide have been certified through alternative
programs, and the number of non-traditional candidates who want to be in the
classroom is growing, says the National Center for Education Information, a private
research group that studies alternative teacher preparation and certification.
If finances are holding you back, help is available. California allows educators with
five years of service to receive state income tax credits of $250 to $1 ,500 a year. The
Cal Grant T provides tu ition grants for teacher credential candidates who have bachelor's
degrees. The Federal Family Education Loan program will forgive up to $5 ,000 in loans for
teachers with more than five years of service.
For information about traditional and alternative routes to a teaching career, log on
to the U.S. Department of Edu cation Web site, www.ed.gov, or in California, log on to
www.calteach.com.

increases federal spending to more than $22.1
billion for elementary and secondary schools,
a 27 percent jump over 2001 , and provides
nearly $3 billion to recruit and retain highly
qualified teachers and principals.

Beyond the Budget
For a moment, however, lee's make the reasonable assumption that money isn't the only
answer. Alexandrowicz and Ro mo say al locating more reso urces into public education for
teachers and better faci lities is just part of the

solu tion, and they point to ocher factors chat
can greatly influence a student's abi lity to
learn - or not learn.
"Ir's not just throwing money in there, but
being th oughtfu l as a district about how to
hire the right staff and provide support, "
Romo says.
Elaine Fink, head of USD's Educational
Leadership Development Academy, wh ich
trains new principals to be effective leaders,
has some ideas abou t how districts can spend
money wisely. She advocates funneling money
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into teaching and leadership skills. Businesses
and corporations across the country spend a
good deal of time and money on professional
development for their employees, she says,
unlike school districts, many of which allocate just 1 or 2 percent of their budget to help
improve staff.
"Just like doctors and other professionals,
educators don't stop learning once they step
into a classroom, " she says.
A 1998 study of New York City
Community School District No. 2, where
Fink was then deputy superintendent, showed

a vast improvement in student
learning and performance, and
concluded a key
to the progress
was focus on
instruction. The
district rook a
chunk of the
funds from the
central administration budget and put the money into
strategies such as classroom-based contract
consultants who worked one-on-one with a
small group of teachers, and training on a
series of literacy-focused tactics such as "readalouds" and book discussions. Under Fink's
leadership, the district's rest scores went from
11th to second place in the city.
Fink carried that proven success co the
Leadership Development Academy, which
shows aspiring principals how to run a school
with instruction as its focus. "I think overall
it's very effective in creating new leaders who
have more knowledge," she says.
She adds that charter schools, long heralded by some as the solution for the perceived
failings of public education, really offer nothing different.
"They are just like public schools, " she
says. ''I've seen excellent charter schools, when
they have staff that are trained. I've also seen
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charter schools that are weak, where teachers
are nor getting training and student performance is weak. Like anything else, it depends
on the quality and skills of the people."

Partnerships and Progress
Although she is new to the profession, Sarah
Medina '02, a substitute high school reacher
in San Diego, already has seen enough to offer
a school success formula.
"You need an enthusiastic, well-trained
reacher, and you need a school that has an
environment that is supportive, safe and technologically current, "
says Medina.
Getting teachers co
schools that need them
is precisely the purpose
of the Governor's
Teaching Fellowships,
of which Medina in
2001 was one of the first 250 recipients. The
program pays school and living expenses for
students who make a four-year commitment
to teach in low-performing California schools.
The same year, the state created the California
Teacher Recruitment Centers, six sires
throughout the state that help school districts
and reacher preparation agencies seek, screen,
refer and support potential new teachers.
California has numerous financial incentives to encourage potential teachers - and
to keep them in the profession (see box on
page 21), bur placement and retention are
only the beginning. Medina says teachers
need not only the support of their schools,
bur also that of the community.
Helping to spur community involvement is
USD's School of Education, which awards
about 250 reacher, administrator and counselor credentials a year. In addition to the
yearlong program at the Educational
Leadership Academy- which focuses in part
on increasing student achievement and
parental involvement - USD is part of the
San Diego City Schools Partnerships in
Education, which began in 1982. The program pairs underserved schools with community businesses, nonprofit organizations, institutions of higher learning and government
agencies, which provide funds, tutors, mentors and internships.
About 1,200 businesses and organizations
participate in the 20-year-old program, which

was nationally recognized twice and has been
a model for similar adopt-a-school programs
nationwide. Through the program, USD
sends college students co five schools in nearby Linda Vista, where they tutor, lead workshops and rake students on field trips to USD.
"Ir's a way of mobilizing the community to
really support the schools, " says Elaine Elliot,
USD's director of community service-learning. "In higher-income areas, parents have
better education and know how to support
their kids. In lower-income areas, parents are
ill-equipped to help their kids. Thar's where
our students come in, bringing the knowledge
char got them into college to help these kids ."
Another element crucial to successful student learning is parental involvement, says
veteran reacher Kathleen Sheil, who received
her master's degree in literacy from USD in
1997. She says parents should know what
their children are learning, show interest
in their homework and keep in couch with
their teachers.
"My experience is that it is not necessarily
the supplies that make the reaching," she says.
"For the most part, parents who had high
expectations for their children kept on top
of things and made sure their children
were working."
Sheil says most teachers get parents
involved through notes to home and conferences, bur sometimes they need to go the
extra mile. In one case, she stood next to a
student while he called home every day to tell
his mother about his homework assignments.
She also had a Web sire to inform parents
about homework, daily classroom activities
and future events.
"Ir's a two-way street, " she says. "I don't
think teachers should have to make the parents get involved. Ir's the parent's job to do it. "
Educators add that politicians need to be
taught how their actions affect schools.
"They need to understand when they
implement policies that require schools to use
a certain standardized test or be held accountable for certain things, they are not considering the context of those schools,"
Alexandrowicz says. "I want each politician to
sit in the classroom for a day, try to reach
those kids and discover how hard it is to bring
the kids up to a certain level. "
Alexandrowicz may nor get that wish, but
new political reforms are in the works. In San

Diego, the school distri ct in

Peacemakers, continued ftom page 17

2000 introduced the Blueprint
for Student Success plan , a
sweeping reform policy chat
calls for early reading programs for students, ongoing
training for teachers and welldefined curriculum. Ac each
school, che plan makes th e
principal accoun table for
monitoring each reacher and
ensuring standards are implemented on their campuses.
Ac the same time, che bar is
being raised for teachers. The
first major overhaul of the scare
teacher credentialing req uirements in 25 years is under way.
In 2001, the Liccle
Hoover Commission,
an independent scare
oversight committee,
released a report criticizing the state credentialing system, noting
char the process failed
co screen ou c unq ualifi ed individuals and chat ics complexity
put hurdles in the way of capable teachers.
As the report was released , new standards
sp urred by scare law were unveiled chat
required al l colleges and universities with
teacher-prep programs co restructure their
academics in order co stay accredited. The
res ult: Undergraduates studying co be teachers and chose working coward a credential will
have co show a deeper unders tandin g of the
subject matter they wi ll teach by passing a
teaching performance assess ment tes t.
In some ways, USD is ahead of the gan1e,
with its unique approach co training teachers,
administrators and counselors together.
"In most universities, these rhree groups
are prepared se parately," says School of
Education Dean Paula Cordeiro. "Bue in our
school they have courses together, because
they wi ll work as a team ."
Such preparation is critical. A 1999 U.S
Education Department report said chat only
one in five teachers felt "very well prepared"
co work in a modern classroom . The survey
also said chat only 20 percent felt they were
co nfident in wo rking with students from
diverse backgrounds, students with limited

is USD's School of Education, which
awards about 2S0 teacher, administrator
and counselor credentials a year.
English proficiency or students with disabilities.
In response, the "No Child Lefr Behind
Ace" allocates more federal spending for
proven educational techniques, bur ic also
allows parents with children in chronically
failing schools co transfer their child co a
better-performing public or public charter
school. The ace gives scares more flexibility in
spendi ng federal education dollars, but also
requires each scare sec co standards o uclinin g
what every child sho uld learn in reading,
science and math (for specifics, log on co
www.nochildlefcbeh ind.gov).
Educators say such measures, when combined with strict accountabili ty, are key
co creati ng better public schools. The facr is,
students learn better and teachers reach better
when given ongoing staff development,
communi ty support, fin ancial resources, wellscocked classrooms, and parents who care.
Bue chis form ula clearly dictates char everyone
in che community cake an active role, immediately, in making public education succeed.
"There's a lot of focus now on public education, which is a good thing," says Sheil,
"because it's real ly the backbon e of American
society." +

Al l along the way, students are encouraged to
develop their own ideas about peace and justice,
and to chink about how these concepts app ly in
differen t situations. In one exercise, the students,
who take all their classes together, wo rked on
a co nAicr reso luti on proj ect char covered five
different confl icts - Kosovo, C hechnya, Burundi,
Sudan and rhe Kurdish conAicr in Iraq. They
analyzed the conAicrs and made recom mend ations. They didn't always agree on spec ifi c solutions, bur chat's the point.
"We don't necessarily wa nt chem to co me co
a co nsensus," says program director and political
science Professo r Lee Ann Otto. "All the ideas
about peace and justice add up to different co nclusions in differe nt situations. We hope the students wi ll arrive at their own fu ller definition of
peace and how to achieve it."
They are doi ng just char. T he students are an
extremely tho ughtful bunch, and have many ideas
about how to apply what they are learning. As
they worked for peace in different parts of the
wo rld, they often saw mistakes, but in many cases
didn't know how to correct chem. Now they do.
'Tm finding that many of the same problems
exist all over rhe wo rld, but people co me at chose
issues from so many different angles," says Kevin
Turner, who recen tly worked on judicial reform
and international dispute resoluti on for the
McGill Center, a legal education ch in k rank at
Cal ifornia Western School of Law. "With peop le
from all over the wo rld in our classes, it's very
helpful to see the different ways they approach
the issues. "
T his multifaceted approach to peacemaki ng
is built into the program, both for current students and graduates. Although the current class
has grown quire close, program directors aren't
leering chem off with just a promise to stay in
touch. They plan to crack grad uates for the res t
of their li ves, and wi th each class they wi ll add
to a netwo rk of peacemakers who, far-R ung as
they may be, can call upon each ocher for advice
and assistance.
T he first seep in the process co mes in August,
when the seaso ned graduates of the first class
wi ll meet the next group of incoming students,
bringing the network up to more than two dozen
students in just 14 months. If th e new class is
anyth ing like the current cro p, they will have an
unwavering belief chat they can make a difference.
Ir's simply what they live to do .
"I don't know anybody in the fi eld of co nflict
resolution who is a pessimist, even though we fail
most of rhe rime," Neu says. "We deal in small
successes, such as rehumanizing peop le's views of
each ocher. We're reaching these students chat
even if yo u don't so lve a conflict, you can show
the parri es involved the face of peace."

+
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Hours of training in submarine
simulators like this one helped Kevin
Schultz '94, center, keep his cool while
navigating under polar ice caps.

ALUMNI GALLERY

Class Notes
business, co rporate and real es tate
planning.... Rosa Roman is a
fu ll-rime mom to her children, ages
14, 12 and 7. Her husband, James
Ovieda '76, is chief operati ng
officer at El Centro Regional
Medical Ce nter.

1962

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Michael Windermuth (J .D.) is a

Janet {Halla) and Jack "J. T.''
'60 Trily report that they are busy.

shareholder in the firm of Never,
Palazzo, Maddux & Packard in
Westlake Village, Calif., specializing
in busi ness and real estate li tigation.
Michael and his wife, Lisa, have
three children , Rebecca, 9, Nicole,
6, and John, I .

T hey have six grandchildren, ages 4
1/2 to 14, Janet stays active with art
and printing, and J.T. loves tenn is
and helps out at the Fountain of
Youth spa, which the couple own.
)
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1976

1982

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Randall Klotz is a partner and
shareholder in the law firm of
Branton & Wi lson, APC, in San
Diego, and practices in the areas of
business, real estate and estate planning. Randal l and his wife, Laurel
{Potter) Klotz '77, have two
children, Nicholas, 9, and Jennifer,
7 .... Michael Liuzzi (J.D. '80,
L.L.M. '83) is president of US D's
alumn i association , a member of rhe
School of Business alumni counci l
and a member of USD's presidential
search committee. He has been a
member of the alu mni association
board of directors since 1987, was
its president in 1990-91 and cofo unded the ann ual Hughes Career
Ach ievement Awards with USD's
Director of Major Gifts, John
Trifiletti ' 78 . Michael is an attorney in San Diego, specializing in

Patricia {Kearin) Berman and
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husband Jeff have four child ren: Joe,
11 ; Cassie, 9; Annie, 7; and Molly,
2 .... Ana Zeledon (M.Ed. '84)
recently go t a new job teachi ng special needs pre-school stude nts.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Michael Lynn Gabriel (L.L.M.)

recently traveled to Wash ington,
D.C., and received a Republican
gold medal from Vice President
Dick Cheney after being named
Californ ia Rep ublican of the Year.
Gabriel received the award for writing a detailed tax code that would
allow U.S. citize ns to use their IRAs
and reti rement funds ro purchase
new homes, wh ich he says wou ld
enable them to pay off their homes
years earl ier than normal.

T WASN 'T UNTIL HE LET
OUT A HUGE SIGH OF
RELIEF THAT LT. KEVIN
SCHULTZ '94 REALIZED
HE'D BEEN HOLDING
HIS BREATH .
Just four months after being
named navigator for the submarine USS Helena, Schultz
held the fate of I 14 sailors
and a multimillion-dollar craft
in his hands as he skimmed
under a sheet of solid ice, with
only 20 feet between the boat's
bottom and the ocean floor.
He's sure the ride will remain
unrivaled during his career as
top dog on the bottom dweller.
"It was without a doubt the
most difficult thing I ever had
to do, or that I anticipate
having to do again," says the
30-year-old Schultz, who is
stationed at the U.S. Navy's
submarine base in San Diego.
" I didn't have any fingernails
left after that."

The harrowing excursion took
place in the Bering Sea, between
Alaska and Siberia, where the icy
waters are an obstacle course of
frozen blockades. The submarine's crew was assigned to test
a new sonar system in the area
last April, so Schultz had to guide
them through the ice, sometimes
wedging the submarine through
glacial gateways with only a few
feet to spare.
Schultz's skills made quite an
impression. He recently was
ranked this yea r's No. I navigator among his squadron of five
submarines.
"I wasn't expecting it, since
I've only been on board I I
months, but I'm glad the long
hours I put in paid off," says
Schultz, a seven-year veteran
who trained more than two
years for his current job. 'The
decision is based on the commodore's observation of how I
interact with my piloting party

- and then he takes into
account what I've done in the
real world. I'm sure my work with
the ice caps made a difference."
At SO feet high and 326 feet
long, the Helena weighs in at
7,800 tons - not exactly a
Skinny Minnie. Typically she
swims in 100 fathoms (600 feet) of
water, but during this particular
deployment, Schultz frequently
forced the sub to suck it up and
churn through waters where she
nearly scraped her belly on the
sea bottom.
During the two-month
deployment, Schultz spent two
weeks under the polar ice caps
without the use of a periscope,

usually his only window to the
world. His duty shift was six
hours on, 12 hours off, and he
says only the meals at the beginning and end of each watch
marked the passage of time.
"Of course, we don't have
sunrise or sunset, and the lights
are on all the time, but I knew
that if they served pancakes at
the end of my shift it was morning," says Schultz, who turns the
navigational chores over to junior crew when he's not at the
helm. "I usually just sat in the dining room in a catatonic state and
ate whatever they happened to
serve while I stared off into
space and decompressed."

On duty, however, decompression is exactly what
Schultz constantly sought to
avoid. Only days after his first
foray under the ice, he made it
through another tight squeeze,
this time with only 17 feet
between the top of the vessel's
sail and the bottom of the ice.
Schultz nearly breaks into
a cold sweat recalling how he
sat in the center of the control
room, his face awash in a rainbow of colors from the glowing
computer screens, sonar machines
and monitors that tracked his
every move.The only sound, he
says, was the steady voice of his
fathometer, a crew member

~

crew who calls out
the water depth.
"Because we were in such
shallow water, he called out the
depth every time it changed by
a foot," Schultz says. "It was kind
of eerie to hear his voice - 26
feet, 25 feet, 24 feet.That was
the extent of the noise.
"I had to maintain the ship's
angle at plus-or-minus one-eighth
of a degree, which is a monumental task," Schultz adds. "There
were many moments when I held
my breath until I knew we'd made
it through."
- Krystn Shrieve
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1984
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Fran Polito Algya and her husband, Chris, opened their chird
Bobcat, John Deere and Honda
power eq uipm em/rental dealership,
located in Camp Verde, Ariz. T he
ocher stores are in Flagsraff, Ariz.,
and Prescott, Ariz. They reside in
Flagstaff with their three children,
Jack, 8, Monica, 6, and Annie, 18
monrhs .... Ann (Greeley)
Goulet (M.Ed. '85) is a sray-arhome mother of rwo sons, Andrew,
I I , and Ryan, 10. She is a subscirnre
reacher at Merryhill School in Las
Vegas .... Brooke (Egelston)
King and husband Bob recently
celebrated their l 8rh wedding
anniversary by moving from New
York to Orlando, Fla., Bob owns a
computer nerworking business. The
couple have rwo children, Matthew,
6, and 3-year-old daughter Peyton.
Brooke is a full-rime mom and keeps
busy volunteering at the children's
school and the fami ly's church.

1985

Carolyn, 4, and 2-year-old rwins
Rebecca and Thomas - recendy
moved to Dusseldorf, Germany,
afrer six wonderfu l years in Dublin,
Ireland. She reports d1at while
they'll miss the Guinness and good
rimes in Ireland, they look forward
to new advenrnres in d1e German
beer ga rdens.
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1990
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Tom Holland lives with his wife
Melissa and rwo boys, Ryan, I , and

Jack, 3, in Irvine, Calif. Tom is the
territory manager of Orange Coumy
and San Diego for NAVCO, a
national manufacturer and installer
of electronic security systems and
software servicing financial insrirnri ons and Fortune 500 companies in
Nord1 America.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Michael McIntyre Q.D. '88)
was promoted to lieutenant colonel
in the Air Force on 0cc. 1. He
joined che Air Force in 1989, and
has served as an appellate defense
counsel and a circuit defense counsel. Michael currently is the deputy
staff judge advocate ac Brooks Air
Force Base in San Antonio, Texas.

1987
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Julie O'Neil says hello to all

alumni from her crew ream and
relates char she still lives in Bellevue,
Wash., where she loves to ski. She
also trains dogs, sails, hunts and
shoots crap every chance she gees.

1988
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Bill Parrot and Jim Mead

recendy mer in Chicago to run che
La Sal le Bank Chi cago Marathon.
Both co mpleted the marathon and
sec personal best records. Bill lives
in Chesire, Conn., with his wife,
Tonya, and daughter Hannah. He
works as a branch manager for Morgan
Stanl ey in New Haven, Co nn. Jim
lives in Bend, Ore., with wife Kim
and sons Brodie and McGregor. He
is a financial adviser with Wells
Fargo .... Alice (Furay) VisserFuray, husband Jeroe n Visser and
their fou r children - Patrick, 6,

1991
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Le. Sarah (Bagg) Neill is a hospital adminisrrator for the U.S.
Navy in Norfolk, Va.

1991
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Kristine Ashton , who scarred
our as an imern at Levine/Schneider
Public Relations after graduating
from USO, worked her way up to
become a publicist and handles
campaigns for music groups such as
Papa Roach, Godsmack, Defrones
and Green Day. She recendy was
promoted to senio r vice president of
MSO, a company chat branched off
from Levine/Schneider in 1995 ... .
Casey Barber says he is the
proud parem of two boys .... Devin
Lee is the vice presidem of a USA
Commercial Mortgage in Las Vegas.
He is married, and he and wife
Daphne have three chi ldren, Evan,
4, Hannal1, 2 112, and Sydney, 5
momhs .... Marcela Duncan
married Cory H . Werre on
Valemine's Day in 1998. T he couple
have a daughter, Marci, born July
10, 2000, and a son, Hayden, born
July 2, 2002. Marcella has raken
rime away from coaching and reaching high school English and debate
until her chi ldren are old enough
to attend school. She and her

husband res ide in Rosamond,
Calif. where he works for the
aerospace industry. ... Ramon
Montehermoso reporrs that
he's livi ng in Singapore.... Tina
Strelchun (M.B.A. '99) married
Maria no Demarchi Nov. 4, 2000, in
Founders Chapel. She's working in
business development for digital
music software company MusicMarch and says she's glad co be back
in San Diego .... Christy Walker
married Rogue Edwards in July
1999. The couple welcomed their
daughter, Tessa Lynn, on Feb. 13,
2001. .. . Sherrill (McCormick)
and Chris '93 Weller just moved
co Coronado, Cali£, from Pensacola,
Fla. Sherrill is an intern isc at the
Naval Medical Center.

1994
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N atalie Ray joined the USO
al umni association board of directors in Fall 2002. She currently is a
counselor at Grossmont College ....
K risten (Jones) Schram is a
lieutenant in che U.S. Navy.

1995
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Todd Gottlieb recently opened

a paint-your-own-ceramics arc studio called Dynamic Ceramics
(www.dynamiceramics.com) in
Pacific Beach, Calif ... Rob
M cGarry returned co Redondo
Beach, Calif., two years ago after
living in Denver and San Francisco
and traveling extensively. After
nearly six years as a headhunter, he
switched gears and now is a Rea ltor
and licensed broker with South Bay
Brokers in Manhattan Beach, Calif.
GRADUAT E AN D LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

where he also is an instructor.
Robert reporrs char he is only the
third instructor in the history of
FSU's Coll ege of Business co win
both a college-level and a universitywide reachi ng award . Both awards
are scudenr-elecced. Upon completing his doctorate, he hopes co retu rn
co San Diego wi th his fam ily and
find a reaching position.

1997
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Sandra Hanna recen tly opened a

wellness center in Laguna Niguel,
Calif. , which offers yoga, pilares,
massage, acupu ncture and chiropractic.... Susan Kendall scarred
her M.B.A. program at Santa Clara
University th is year and expects co
graduate in December 2003 ....
Stephanie Mascott lives in
Pacific Beach, Calif and works as a
project manager in the enrercainment division at Upper Deck, managing Yu-Gi-Oh!, the hottest trading
card game since Pokemon ....
Tracci Rowe recencly returned
from chree weeks of touring in
China .... Melissa (Levey)
Watters is editor of a newspaper
called Crime Fighter in Beaverton,
Ore., and recencly received her certifi ed fraud examiner designation.

1998
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Help students understand how
the world of jobs, internsh ips
and career choices really works
by spending an hour or two
with them over lunch. For information, contact Liam Dunfey,
Office of Alumni Relations, at
(619) 260-48 I 9 or
ldunfey@sandiego.edu

MARCH 6- 10
West Coast Conference
Basketball Championship
Tournaments
Root on the USO men's and
women's teams at the Jenny
C raig Pavilion and attend alumni
receptions. For information and
tickets , call (619) 260-7550 or
log on to www.usdtoreros.com.

APRIL 25-27
St. Clare's Jubilee
and Reunion
Did you study abroad at
St. Clare's in Oxford while
at USO? Then don't miss the
chance to reminisce with other
program alumni at USO. For
information, contact Paul Saville
at lib-arts@stclares.ac.uk.

CHICAGO
MARCH 9
USD Symphony
Performance

MARCH 25
Visit from the President

Colleen McDanald recently

in November 2000. He and his
wife, Melita, had their first child,
Robert Jr., on Feb. 5. Robert is a
doctoral ca ndidate and expects co
earn his fin ance Ph.D. in Spring
2004 from Florida Stace University,

MARCH I
Torero Basketball
vs. Gonzaga

1999

U.S. Navy Nurse Corps., and recently
was promoted co captain. She curre ncly is srar.ioned at Naval Hospital
Charleston in South Carolina and
resides with her husband, Troy Pyle.
The couple had a second son,
Michael, on Aug. 24, 200 I . Michael
joins older brother J .P

Robert Prati (M.B.A.) married

MINNESOTA

FEBRUARY 25
Take A Torero To Lunch

Join USD President Alice Hayes,
alumni and friends for an afternoon with the USO Symphony,
followed by a reception . 1-5
p.m., location TBA. For information , call (6 19) 260-4819.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
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Heather (Martinez) Ault is an
acco untant with San Diego Gas &
Electric Company.... Deborah
(Dede) Marx recencl y graduated
with a master's degree in maritime
history and nautical archaeology
from East Caroli na University in
Greenvi ll e, N.C.

M ary Jackson (M.S.N.) is in rhe

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

ALUMNI EVENTS

joined the finance department
of the Texas-based law firm of
Thompson & Knight LLP, and will
be based in che firm's Dallas office.
... Shandon Janis and Chris
Smith were married Sepr. 22,
2001 in T he l mmaculara. Chris
is a business development manager
for Coca-Cola. The couple live in
Sumerlin , Nev.... Navy Lr. j.g.
Zaldy M. Valenzuela is on a
six-month dep loyment co the
Western Pacific and Arabian Gulf
while assigned co the amphibious
transport ship USS Denver, home
ported in San Diego.

Watch the televised game with
fellow USO alumni and root for
the Toreros in their WCC
match against Gonzaga
University. 9 p.m., Champp's
Restaurant, I00 N . 6th St.,
Minneapolis. For information,
contact Tami Dahl at
tami@johander.com.

PORTLAND
FEBRUARY 27
Torero Basketball at
University of Portland
7 p.m., pre-game alumni reception, location TBA. For information, call (619) 260-4819.

SAN FRANCISCO/
BAY AREA
FEBRUARY 8
Torero Basketball at
Santa Clara University
7 p.m ., pre-game alumni reception, location TBA. For information , call (619) 260-4819.

FEBRUARY 21
Torero Basketball at
St. Mary's University
7 p.m., pre-game alumni reception, location TBA. For information, call (619) 260-4819.

FEBRUARY 22
Torero Basketball at
University of San Francisco
7 p.m., pre-game alumni reception, location TBA. For information , call (619) 260-4819.

DALLAS

Join fellow alumni in the Dallas
area for an event with USO
President Alice Hayes. Program
and location to be announced .
For information , call (619) 2604819.

DENYER
MARCH I
Torero Basketball
vs. Gonzaga
Watch the televised game with
fellow USO alumni and root for
the Toreros in their WCC
match against Gonzaga
University. 8 p.m., LoDo's Bar &
Grille. For information, contact
Matt Bury '96 at mbury@srg.com.
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Julie Maleki is a legislative assis-

tant for rhe city of Long Beach,
Calif.

1001
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Navy ensigns Jason H. Booher,
Christopher Brenes and
Christopher Long all recently
were commissioned to their current
ranks after completing aviation officer candidate school at Naval
Aviation Schools Command, Naval
Air Station, Pensacola, Fla. Ar the
school, the trio received intensive
training in naval wa rfare, seamanship, navigation, engi neering, naval
leadership, naval histo ry, military
indocrrinarion an d physical fitness.

Vickie Minardi '87 married

Matthew De Armey in May in
Founders Chapel. ... Catherine
Smith '91 married Paul Oakley on
Apri l 13. Catherine is an analyse for
the Escondido Union School
District and Paul is a nerwork engineer for Barona Casino. The co uple,
along wi th their son, Andrew, reside
in Lakeside, Cali f. ... Laura
Chapman '93 married Jerimaya
Grabher of Waterbury, Ve., on Nov. 9

in Manhattan Beach , Calif. Laura
works in real estate while Jerimaya
owns and runs a business-to-business music industry Internet sire.
They reside in Manhattan Beach ....
Kimberly Young '93 and Peter
Parker '93 were married in April
in Paradise Valley, Ariz. Boch Peter
and Kim are in their fourth year of
medical school in Chicago . ...
Lyndell Werling '94 married
And ris Vitols on Aug. 31 at Our
Lady of the Rosary Ch urch in San
Diego. The couple live in Newport
Beach, Calif. ... Bess Hodges '96
married Derek Inzeo on June 29.
Bess is reaching kindergarten in th e
Bay area and will finish her master's
degree in counseling at Sr. Mary's
College in May.... Bridget
Johnson '96 wed Barr Gernander
on Sepe. 28 at Northland Country
Club in Duluth, Minn. She thanks
all the USD folks who traveled to
northern Minnesota for rhe wedding. Bridger is an atto rney for the
Minnesota Supreme Court and Barr
is an attorney practicing in the area
of business litigation. The couple
live in Sr. Paul, Minn .... Clarissa
Willis '96 married Eric Krinsky in
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico on Apri l
13. The couple live in Denver,
where Clarissa designs clinical
research and Eric is a sales rep for a
pharmaceutical company. .. . Sheila
Maloney '98 married Brian
Wallace on Aug. 10 in Pleasant Hill,
Calif., and they honeymoo ned in
Jamaica. The couple live in Rosevil le,
Calif. Shei la is a marketing operations manager for a national marketing firm and Brian is a relecom
accou nt technician for Worldcom.
... Megan Teaff '98 married
Timothy Linaugh on July 20 in
Founders Chapel. T he couple live in
San Diego.... Natalie Guthrie '99

TELL US ABOUT IT
Send class notes to one of the following addresses,
and we'll get it in USD Magazine as soon as
possible. Class notes are edited for space,
and only wedding information, not
engagements, will be published.
E-mail: classnotes@sandiego.edu
Web site: www.sandiego.edu/publications
U.S. Mail: USD Magazine
Publications Office
University of San Diego
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 921 I0
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and John Fletcher '99 wed in
July in Pasadena, Calif. Natalie is an
elementary school reacher in Orange
Co un ty and John is in his seco nd
year at Whittier Law School, where
he is studyi ng to be an attorney
in civil and business matters wich
an emphasis in alternative dispute
resolution.

Connelly Wilson , on June 26. Karie
is a financial planning and analysis
manager for CoWare, Inc. and Steve
is a sen ior engineering manager with
Sun Microsystems. The fam ily lives
in San Jose, Calif. ... Yvette
(Monus) McFerson '93 (M.A.)
and husband Tom celebrated the
birth of their rwins, Christopher
and Emily, on July 13. The fami ly
lives in Los Angeles .... Megan
(Baker) Polhemus '93 and her
husband, Scott, were blessed with a
daughter, Anna Sloane, on July 27.
.. . Cathy (Berguson) Gonzales
'94 and her husband, Darren, cele-

Kelli (McCormack) Allman

•as and her husband Ron were
blessed with a baby girl, Siobhan
Lela, on July I 5 in Vemura, Calif.
She joins 3-year-old sister Fiona.
Kelly reporcs that she and Maria
(Cullen) Herbert •as recently
had lunch rogerher and, besides discovering rhey were both artists, had
lots of laughs recalling their freshman year in th e Missions. They
wo nder whatever happened to rh ei r
ocher friends on the second Aoor,
including Laura Miller, Phyllis,
Berry, Mimi and Brigette DeMeyer.
.. . Glory (Cumming) Cook '87

and husband Kevin celeb rated che
birth of their son, Ethan, on Oct.
13, 2001. He joins big sisrer
Lauren, 6 .... Mell Underwood
'90 and his wife, Susan, welcomed
their first child, Brooke Marie, on
June 20. T he family lives in
Scottsdale, Ariz .... Laurie Peters
'91 U.D.) and husband Chris
Hayden celebrated the birth of their
fourth child, Adam Christopher, on
May 22 in Washington, D.C. Adam
weighed in at nearly 10 pounds and
joins older siblings Kevin , 16,
Andrea, 9, and All iso n, 3. The family lives in Arlington, Va. Laurie is
assisranr general counsel for a real
estate development and management company in Alexandra, Va.,
and Chris is a project manager for a
division of Vo lkswagen USA in
Fairfax, Va . ... Cecilia (Garcia)
Crary '92 and her husband
Michael were blessed with a baby
boy, Andrew Patrick, on June 13 ....
Heather (Jones) Mulligan '92

and husband Conrad welcomed
their first child, Emma Caitlin, on
July 15 .... Katie (Connelly) '92
and Steve '92 Wilson welcomed
their first child, Alexa Summer

brated the birth of their first child,
Trevor, on April 4. The family lives
in La Costa, Calif. .. . Kristin
(Engstrand) '94 and Dan '01
Moran welcomed a baby girl,
Madison Blaise, on Aug. 18. She
weighed 8 pounds, l ou nce. Kristin
is an assis tant professor of communication studies at USD .... Jay '94
and Heather (Armitage) '9S
Nelson are rhe proud parents of
their first child, Carrie Anne, born
June 6. The family lives in Seattle,
where Jay is the human resources
director at Stockpot Inc. , and
Heather is a staffing specialise at
Microsoft .... Stacy (Yakubik)
Rocheleau '96 (J.D.) and her
husband, Rock, gave birth to twin
girls, Jenna Claire and Jordan Emily,
on July 23 .... Olga (Mejia)
Knapp '97 and her husband,
Todd, welcomed their first child,
Sophia Nicolle, on Sepe. 1. ...
Blaine '98 and Brenda
(DeMurguia) '98 Maas were
blessed with the arrival of d1eir second daughter, Alessandra Carina, on
Sept. 26. Alessandra joins older sister
Gabriela, 2 .... Leighton O'Brien
'98 and Lamanda Mounts '98
welcomed their first child, Bella
Anna O'Brien, on Sept. 7 ....
Suzanne (Phillips) '99 (M.I.B.)
and Erich '00 (M.B.A.) von
Thaden were blessed with their
first child, Max Peter, on Sept. 25 .

Al and Josie Rodriguez:
founded San Diego's Art
Retreat, which offers an
inspirational getaway for
artists, photographers and
writers.

F

OR JOSIE (GABLE)
RODRIGUEZ '87,
THE ART OF SELFHEALING COMES
THROUGH SCISSORS, PAPER AND GLUE.
Four years ago, Rodriguez
fo und comfort on the first
anniversary of her brother's
death by cutting and pasting
together seven collages using
inspirational quotes from
Chinese fortune cookies.
"My soul wanted to express
something,'' says Rodriguez, a
59-year-old self-taught artist.
"Art, writing, are all very healing.
It doesn't make you let go of the
grief and sorrow, but it kind of
soothes it."
Rodriguez, a semi-retired
chaplain at Scripps Mercy Hospital, and her husband, Al, incorporate that philosophy of healing,
nurturing and creativity at Art
Retreat, which they run out of
their Mission Hills, Calif., home.
"I believe creativity can be

experienced by being with other
people who are creative,'' says
Rodriguez, a San Diego native who
earned a master's degree in theology from USD. "Creativity in
art, music - all these things make
you more of a whole person."
For a fee, students stay for
two days in the retreat's guest
cottage and receive one-on-one
instruction in the arts of poetry,
photography, book binding and
collage - all with breakfast and
lunch included.
"It's a place away from the fastpaced world,'' says Al Rodriguez.
The retreat can only accommodate two students at a time,
but day workshops also are
offered. Rodriguez teaches collage, poetry and journal writing,
and her husband, a retired high
school photography and graphics
instructor, teaches book arts and
picture taking.
"We hope to inspire and help
others,'' says Rodriguez, who has
self-published a book of poetry

and currently is writing a book
of poetic responses to some of
the patients she has seen over
the years in hospital and hospice
settings.
Rodriguez says she finds her
muse in her husband, her memories, her trips abroad and in everyday surroundings.
"I like connecting unlike things
together to make them meaningful," she says, explaining her penchant for collage. "When I'm not
doing art, I don't feel complete.
To me it's a passion."
So far, eight students have
stayed overnight - a few from
as far away as Michigan and
Virginia - and 50 students have
taken day classes since the coupie began the retreat a year ago.
Some students are budding
artists, others are professionals
who want to try their hand at
another medium.
Sue Diaz, a writer, signed up
for the two-day retreat to learn
more about photography for her

free-lance work. She also took
along her reluctant husband,
Roman, a software designer.
"I took away some real practical tips as far as photography
goes," says Diaz, who brought
home a couple of framed col!ages. "My husband wouldn't
ordinarily be the type of person
who would do an art retreat,
but he stitched the binding for
the book he made and had the
best time doing it. It was like he
reconnected with the kindergarten kid in him."
Diaz says her husband proudly
showed off his art work to visitors long after the retreat, which
is exactly what Rodriguez wants
to happen.
"To me, the biggest thrill is folks
who really believe they can't do
art, yet leave with a whole new
attitude about art," Rodriguez
says. "It's the most exciting result
of what we are doing."
-

Cecilia Chan
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Questions and Answers
Angela-Minhtu Nguyen '02 is a near-perfect illustration of what can
happen to people who are given a chance. The American-born daughter of Vietnamese parents, Nguyen was able to attend USD with the
help ofa scholarship, and at Alcala Park she compiled a stellar record
ofservice and academic achievement. Now a psychology master's
student, Nguyen looks back on an event that launched her toward a
career in which she hopes to bring together people ofdifferent cultures.
Ir began as a friendly disagreement over lunch .
My friend, Que-Lam "Q " Huynh, and I are both Vietnamese. Bur
we come from different backgrounds, and our experiences led us ro different views of Vietnamese people in the United States. As we talked
over rice one day in the summer of 2001 , chose differences came ro the
surface.
Q, a Vietnamese refugee, said she believed refugees, who face the difficult ordeal of leaving their homeland, and a.re less acculturated to American
culture and more likely co encounter discrimination, a.re more hardworking and more determined co achieve their goals than American-born
Vietnamese. She reasoned char co overcome perceived discrimination,
refugees need to work
I never expected to end up at
harder to prove themUSD, to major in psychology or selves and disprove
stereotypes.
to have the chance to conduct
I am an American-

my own research.

born Vietnamese person, and I held a very
different opinion. I agreed that American-born Vietnamese a.re more
biculcural and less likely co encounter discrimination. Bur I told Q
that my view was Vietnamese born in this country are harder workers,
because they don't struggle with the negative emotions about discrimination in America that refugees often feel.
Shortly after our discussion, psychology Professor Kenneth Keith cold
us about the opportunity to apply for a Summer Undergraduate Research
Experience (SURE) grant. We agreed that a research study could put an
end co our difference of opinion.
I never expected co end up at USD, co major in psychology or co
have the chance co conduct my own research. I was fortun ate co receive
a provost's scholarship, which is given to students who can add co the
school's diversity.
The scholarship encouraged me co learn more about culture and
diversity. I didn't know what co choose as a major, bur I was interested
in learning abom people and helping chem. To broaden my knowledge
of culture, I enrolled in Dr. Keith's cross-cultural psychology class. In
tl1e class, I learned the importance of culture and found that many psychological theories applied only co European American culture, or have
not been studied outside of North America and Europe. The lack of
research on otl1er cultures prompted my desire co study culture and
cross-cultural psychology.
Q and I applied for rhe SURE grant and received $4,500 to conduct
our research. We developed a questionnaire to measure biculcuralism,
self-determination, and perceived discrimination among Vietnamese
young adults, and administered questionnaires to 224 people. We
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analyzed the data and wrote a paper, which soon will be published in
the Psi Chi journal of Undergraduate Research, and presented a poster at
several research conferences, including the 2002 Western Psychological
Association Convention.
When we finished our research, I led a focus group co investigate how
participants interpreted the questionnaire, and revised it based on the
results. With funding from an Associated Students Academic Research
Grant, I conducted a pilot study of the revised questionnaire on
Vietnamese college students in San Diego. This research became my
senior thesis for the USD Honors Program, and when I submitted it co
the Applied Psychometrics Society's annual contest, I received the firstplace prize.
I probably would nor have found an interest in research if it weren't
for Dr. Keith, the SURE grant and my disagreement witl1 Q. As it
turned our, neither Q nor I were accurate in our speculations. We
found chat although American-born Vietnamese were more bicultural
than Vietnamese refugees, their determination and perceived discrimination did not differ significantly. This finding caused us co reconsider
our opinions, and we both now have scientific evidence to back up our
assemons.
After graduating from USD, I decided co continue pursuing psychology, and I'm now in the master's program in industrial/organizational
psychology at California State University, Long Beach. My goal is co be
an educator in organizations, especially on diversity and cross-cultural
issues. I aim to bridge the communication gap between people from different cultures, and co provide a comforrable and welcoming environment for people co share tl1eir experiences. I want to help employees
and employers learn about each otl1er's cultural backgrounds and perspectives. My dream is to teach d1ar differences should be celebrated,
because they make us individuals.

For a complete listing, click on the news and events section

of USD's Web site at www.sandiego.edu.
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Faculty Music Recital
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Robert Wetzel, guitar. 7:30 p.m., French Parlor,
Founders Hall. $8 general admission; $6 students,
seniors, USD faculty and staff; free to USD students
with ID. Call (619) 260-2280.

All-Faith
Service
Noon, The lmmaculata
Church. The annual
interfaith service celebrates the beginning
of the spring semester, and features songs
and prayers from an
array of religious
traditions. Call
(619) 260-4735.

"The Misanthrope ," by Moliere. 8 p.m. nightly
through March 8, Studio Theatre, Sacred Heart
Hall. Fee. For tickets and information , call
(619) 23 1-1941, ext. 21 3 I.

APRIL

3-4
14th Annual Social Issues
Conference
"Freedom in America? War, Peace, and justice"
is the theme of the conference at the Hahn
University Center. Call (619) 260-4798 or log
on to www.sandiego.edu/csl/sic/sic.shtml.

FEBRUARY

10

8

Vatican 11 Dialogues

Center for Christian
Spirituality Course
"Business Leadership and Spirituality." 9 a.m.5 p.m., Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice .
Continues March I and 22, and April 12. $400.
Call (619) 260-4784.

2
"Mostly Mozart"

Women's Leadership
Symposium

3 p.m. , French Parlor, Founders Hall. The fifth annual
fund-raising concert for the James H. Kolar Amadeus
Music Fund, featuring music Professor Emeritus
Henry Kolar and friends . $8 general admission; $6
students, seniors, USD faculty and staff; free to
USD students with ID. Call (619) 260-2280.

Presented by USD Division of Continuing
Education. 8 a.m.-2 p.m., Manchester Executive
Conference Center. Fee. Call (619) 260-4231 ,
or e-mail jodiw@sandiego.edu.

Vatican 11 Dialogues

13

Xylophone
Ragtime!
12: 15 p.m., French
Parlor, Founders
Hall. Works by
George Hamilton
Greene, with Morris
Palter, xylophone,
Chris Adler, piano,
and Joscha Oetz,
bass. $8 general
admission; $6 students, seniors, USD
faculty and staff;
free to USD students with ID. Call
(619) 260-2280.

Clinical Training Program
Clinical Research Associate and Clinical Research
Coordinator Training course. 6-9 p.m., Manchester
Executive Conference Center. Continues Wednesdays
t hrough May 14. Fee. Call (619) 260-5986 or e-mail
nrooney@sandiego.edu.

4
"A World Shaped by
Science." 7-9 p.m.,
Salomon Lecture
Hall, Maher Hall.A
panel discussion on
current "signs of our
times," with input
from the Vatican II
document "Apostolic
Decree on the Laity"
and audience round
table discussion . $ I0
preregistered; $15
at the door. Call
(619) 260-4784.

19
Event Management Program
Open House
"Career Opportunities in Event Management."
6-7 p.m., Manchester Executive Conference
Center. Free. Call (619) 260-5986 or see course
descriptions at www.sandiego.edu/emp.

" Ecumenism Today: Nicety or Necessity?" 7-9 p.m. ,
Salomon Lecture Hall , Maher Hall. A panel discussion on current "signs of our times," with input
from the Vatican II document "Decree on Ecumenism"
and audience round table discussion. $10 preregistered; $15 at the door. Call (619) 260-4784.

24
"The President's Select"
A USD Symphony concert dedicated to USD
President Alice B. Hayes. 7 p.m., Shiley Theatre.
Works by Mozart, Chopin,Vaughan,Williams and
others. Repeats 8 p.m., April 25, Shiley Theatre, and
2 p.m,April 27, Shiley Theatre. $8 general admission; $6 students, seniors, USD faculty and staff;
free to USD students with ID. Call (619) 260-2280.

25-27
American Indian
Celebration
All day, USD campus. The
second USD American Indian
Celebration includes a juried
art show, artist demonstrations, lectures, music, dance,
traditional Indian foods and a
mar ketplace of award-winning Indian pottery,
jewelry, paintings and sculpture. Keynote speaker is
Barton Wright, expert on kachinas, the supernatural spirits of the Hopi Indians. Call (619) 260-4698
or log on to www.sandiego.edu/indianfestival.

TORERO FANS,
GETYOURTORERO SPORTS
For schedules, player
profiles, statistics and
other information on
baseball, basketball, softball,
swimming and other USD sports,
log on to www.usdtoreros.com.
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